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Making History Visible: Ireland’s National Famine Way
Told Through Models and Interactive Digital Narratives
E. Moore Quinn
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The National Famine Way is a trail along Ireland’s Royal Canal that traces the remarkable trek of
the 1,490 tenants who were evicted by their landlord, Denis Mahon, from his estate in Strokestown,
County Roscommon, in the Republic of Ireland, during ‘Black ’47,’ the worst year of the Great
Irish Famine (Irish: An Gorta Mór, the Great Hunger of 1847). The evictees were ‘escorted’ from
their homes to vessels that awaited them in Dublin. They were then taken to Liverpool, where they
were placed on four so-called ‘coffin ships’ bound for Canada. The path along the Royal Canal is
165 kilometres, or approximately one hundred miles. Today it is shared by hikers, bikers, ‘boat
people,’ site-seekers, commemorators, and self-identified famine ‘pilgrims.’ For some of the latter,
the signposts of children’s shoes erected along the path have acquired an iconic or even mythic
significance. This article begins by applying a model that approaches the Way as a five-pronged
cultural heritage complex. The article expands the model by considering how the National Famine
Way’s cultural heritage is being approached from the lenses of transmedia.
Key Words: National Famine Way, internal pilgrimage, cultural heritage complex, personal
transformation, transmedia

Introduction

The article begins by applying Michael Murray’s
(2014) model to Ireland’s National Famine Way (2020)
[hereinafter, The Way]. Initially covering official and
cultural heritage aspects of The Way and indicating
similarities with the Camino de Santiago, it then addresses
how The Way contributes to civil society and in so doing
overlaps with and abets development projects. The
model’s personal dimensions are represented in terms of
informal interview materials collected from those who
walked The Way’s entire path.

In 2014, Queen’s University professor Michael Murray
argued in Journeys: The International Journal of Travel
and Travel Writing that the landscape can
be read with [an] historical lens [of] villages,
towns and cities ... as well as a series of crosscutting representations [of] a cultural heritage
complex (Murray, 2014:72).
Murray’s idea operates as a container metaphor that
encompasses intersecting and overlapping elements
including the following five aspects: official heritage,
cultural heritage, civil society, development instrument,
and personal experiences that cannot be underestimated
or ignored.
Often employed heuristically, models benefit scholars in
several ways. They make templates for the construction
of systems and help us visualise them by specifying their
structural dimensions. Models also enable us to document
systems in their entirety. Despite these benefits, however,
this article demonstrates that models are often incomplete,
and in the case examined here, must be considered from
a fuller perspective.
57

In all of these ways, the walk of the 1,490 can be
understood as falling in line with Murray’s (2014)
cultural heritage complex model. However, recent trends
have added spaces for interactive digital narratives and
other transmedia-oriented projects; considering them
enhances our understanding of the model’s usefulness.

Official Aspects of The Way
The Way begins in Strokestown, County Roscommon,
and stretches for over 165 kilometers (approximately 100
miles) through townlands and villages, dipping into the
larger settlements like Mullingar and Maynooth before
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According to its website, The Way

Figure 1: The Early Part of the National Famine Way

is a self-guided Trail detailing the ill-fated
journey of 1,490 famine emigrants who walked
from Strokestown Park to ships in Dublin in
1847, at the height of the Irish Famine (https://
nationalfamineway.ie/).
Like the Camino de Santiago, The Way represents
Ireland’s official heritage in the sense that the starting
point for the journey, the National Famine Museum
(2022) at Strokestown Park (an Irish Heritage Trust
Property), is the former home of landlord Denis Mahon.
In 1847—known as ‘Black 47’ because the date marks
one of the worst years of the Great Hunger (An Gorta
Mór in Irish), which lasted from 1845 to 1849—Mahon
arranged for 1,490 of the tenants of his estate (which
contained upwards of 11,000 inhabitants at the time)
to accept eviction for what has been dubbed ‘the great
highway to Dublin’: that is to say, Ireland’s Royal Canal.
Later, many of Mahon’s remaining tenants were evicted
also.

Photo by Author

The 1,490 represent the largest known group to have
walked the full length of the Royal Canal. Having
reached Dublin, they were loaded onto open deck packet
steamers bound for Liverpool. There they waited in the
cellars of quayside buildings at the Liverpool docks until
it was time for them to embark to Canada. They boarded

culminating at the Custom House Quay at the docks of
Dublin. In its meandering configuration, and not unlike
the Camino de Santiago, The Way might be described as
‘strung like well-placed beads on a necklace’ (Murray,
2014:70).

Figure 2: National Famine Way Trail

© National Famine Way
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four ships: Erin’s Queen, the Naomi, the Virginius, and
the John Munn. This is what we know now about those
vessels:
The names of those ships that experienced the
highest mortality rates en route to Quebec
in 1847 have—for good reason—entered the
pantheon of Irish folk memory. Perhaps the most
famous are the Virginius, Naomi, Erin’s Queen,
and John Munn, whose passengers included the
1,490 tenants induced to emigrate from Denis
Mahon’s estate in County Roscommon that May.
... Of the 1,490 Strokestown emigrants who
embarked at Liverpool, over 700 died at sea
or at quarantine on Grosse Île. The mortality
rates on these ships were all far above the
terrible average for Irish emigrant vessels that
season. The Erin’s Queen lost 136 of 493 (27.59
percent), the John Munn lost 187 of 452 (41.37
percent), the Naomi lost 196 of 421 (46.56
percent) but the Virginius was the worst of all
ships that year, losing 267 (56.09 percent) of
the 476 passengers who embarked. (McMahon,
2021:156-157)
In attempting to grasp these numbers, we learn that the
Strokestown landlord’s agent insisted that ‘the poor and
the weak’ become subjects for eviction rather than the
landlord’s stronger and healthier tenants; the agent’s
rationale: the less able ‘would be a charge on us for the
poor house or for outdoor relief’ (cited in McMahon,
2021:30). It is with this knowledge that we become
apprised as to how the National Famine Way functions
Figure 3: First Pair of Commemorative Children’s
Shoes at Strokestown Park

Photo by Author
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not only as official heritage, but also as cultural heritage,
for the narratives of the ‘missing 1,490,’ as they have
come to be called, and Denis Mahon, their landlord, are
told and retold.

Cultural Heritage: Children’s Shoes
The group’s stories are marked emblematically by pairs
of children’s shoes. Tied in a bundle and now bronzecast, they stand in silent witness to the many children,
parents and caregivers who walked with feet unclad—
barefoot—to Dublin and beyond.
The website’s narrative about the shoes is as follows:
The children’s bound shoes that are cast in
bronze along the National Famine Way were
discovered by a local farmer, in the roof of a
ruined nineteenth-century cottage. He donated
them to the National Famine Museum at
Strokestown Park. We know nothing of the child
they belonged to, but local folklore holds, that
such offerings were made to invoke good luck.
These evocative shoes symbolise the hopeful
journey that our 1,490 emigrants embarked
on, especially taking in the fact that two thirds
of them were children. The binding evokes the
difficulties they encountered and the eternal
bind, to the place they were leaving [sic] (DCC3
– Famine Statues Bronze Shoes – Trailhead
2019).
What we find in this description, in addition to facts about
the number of children evicted to the Royal Canal’s path,
is a sense of folkloric meaning—good luck—so prevalent
in Irish and Irish American folklore (Ó Danachair, 1970;
Quinn, 2009:passim). Interesting, too, are the extensions
of the meaning of the shoes’ bindings to include not only
the obstacles encountered by the group but their longlasting identification with their Irish homeland (Quinn,
2017).
Notwithstanding these perspectives, however, and
although the website presents the symbolic interpretation
of the children’s shoes from its vantage point, the
monuments’ influence upon individual walkers is not of
a piece. For instance, Brian Hand, Head of Sculpture and
Expanded Practice at Ireland’s National College of Art
and Design in Dublin, recorded the following:
59
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I’m Brian Hand ... and I’m an artist. And I’m
here on the second day of the walk at this
marker at the last view of Sliabh Bawn [County
Longford] on the Royal Canal. And I’m on
this walk to commemorate the 1,500 people
who took the journey but also to explore how
art can relate to the horror of the Famine and
how art can relate in helping us to understand
what happened in the past but also to approach
contemporary issues. So, the solution of these
way markers is a really important development
of this walk and I’m interested in seeing how we
can look at a new approach to commemoration
and a new approach to raising awareness about
famine in our past and contemporary issues of
famine as well. (Day 2 Clondra – Abbeyshrule,
c. 32km. Brian Hand on Famine Art at Last
View of Sliabh Bawn, 2019)

Figure 4: Children’s Shoes Bound as They were Found
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One finds the same in terms of The Way. Collaborations
take place internationally between and among institutions
in Ireland, the United States, Canada, and beyond.
Academic partnerships have been fostered among and
between organisations that include numerous county
councils, Waterways Ireland, and ADAPT: The Global
Centre of Excellence for Digital Content, funded by the
Science Research Centre (2022). A spokesman for the
latter, Professor Owen Conlan of Trinity College, Dublin,
recorded his belief in the power of narratives to connect
seemingly disparate worlds:

Hand’s testimonial reveals that his goals for undertaking
The Way were multifunctional: in addition to personal
commemoration, he sought to investigate how art can
be purposed to revisit the past and to embrace presentday concerns related to famine. Perhaps because of his
artistic proclivities, Hand seems to suggest that the shoes
are important—perhaps even necessary or required—
to demarcate sites along The Way as a set of material
cultural objects. For him, the shoe monuments appear to
be understood as an artistic resolution to the challenge of
representing the 1,490.

You’d have to wonder: What am I doing here as
part of the National Famine Way, celebrating or
commemorating historical events that happened
in 1847?

For other walkers, the shoes inspired interactional
sensibilities of a different sort. Some interviewees
revealed that the shoes, as artefacts, were ritualistic ways
to ‘reach out and touch’ Mahon’s former tenants. More
will be said about this point of view in subsequent pages.

Well, our world is full of stories, stories that we
just can’t see.
We do a lot of research to figure out how to take
those stories and bring them out into the world.

Civil Society

So, the story of the 1,490—the story of the
families who took that arduous walk—how do
you connect those [stories] into the physical
Canal, the Royal Canal Way, the National Trail,
so that people as they travel along, enjoy the
gaze [and] cycle along ... can understand what
happened all that time ago.

As mentioned above, like the Camino de Santiago, The
Way serves at the behest of promoters of civil society.
In his case study, Murray (2014) recognises that various
topographical possibilities exist; he acknowledges the
fact that journeyers are multifaceted beings, and he
admits that interpretations are not singular:

Our research is about blending the physical
environment with the digital storytelling and to
try to take a story that’s complicated and make
sense of it so people can engage with it bit by bit
as they enjoy their time along the Canal.

... pilgrimage itineraries and venues provide
ritual spaces for the expression of a multiplicity
of perceptions and meanings, which travelers
themselves bring and impose on these cultural
complexes (Murray, 2014:77).
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Figure 5: Piper Colgan Sends out Walkers at Piper’s Boreen, Mullingar

© National Famine Way

So if you get a chance, log on to
nationalfamineway.ie and check out some of
the stories of the Royal Canal and the Missing
1,490 [sic] (Day 5 – Longwood to Maynooth,
Owen Conlan on National Famine Way to
Enfield Harbour [County Meath], 2019)
Conlan’s strong stress on narratives enables us to
understand why Murray’s heritage complex model
includes the civil societal dimension.
On The Way’s path, Conlan’s approach was replicated
by the talents of others—musicians in particular—
who expressed their willingness to shape the image of
the Royal Canal as a commemorative site for parents,
children, refugees, and members of the general public.
A performer by the name of Piper Colgan literally ‘piped
out’ Famine walkers at a spot on the Canal known as
‘Piper’s Boreen’ in Mullingar, County Westmeath.
At Enfield, County Meath, Piper Colgan’s civil societal
outreach was complimented by the singer Judy Beatty;
she delivered a rendition of a poem composed by locally
born Theresa Brayton (1868-1943) entitled ‘The Old Bog
Road,’ which has been set to music by several composers.
Conlan, and, to a greater extent, Colgan and Beatty, all
strove to align the recreated walk of the 1,490 with themes

of memory, parting, sorrow and loneliness. Similar to
what is found along the Camino de Santiago, all three
contributed to what the model refers to as ‘re-animations
and economic commodifications’ (Murray, 2014:74) that
take place in tandem with commemorative energies.

Development Instrument
Especially in recent times, with the uplifting of travel
restrictions imposed by Covid-19, Irish rural regeneration
is a work in progress. The Way caters for consumers—
cyclists, walkers, birders, family members, and more—
who access the route with different demands. Pubs,
restaurants, cafés and boutique shops are participating
in route-based tourism (Murray, 2014:74). Freshly
opened Bed and Breakfast accommodations (B&Bs) and
hotels dot The Way through numerous towns and cities,
initiatives that inspired the Irish Independent to note that
the Canal’s trail has the potential to impact positively on
the spaces of rural Ireland. According to Shane O’Brien’s
estimates, the new trail could pour up to two million Euro
into the local Irish economy (O’Brien, 2020).
Moreover, like The Camino, a plethora of publications,
guidebooks, and downloadable maps and apps are now
available; even ‘tickets’ and passports with opportunities
for Camino-like ‘stamps’ can be purchased.
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Figure 6: Samples: National Famine Way Passport and Ticket
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The Way as Personal Experience

He went further, saying,
There was a certain connectivity.

So far, we have followed Murray’s model to consider
how The Way functions as official heritage, cultural
heritage, civil society, and development instrument. We
turn now to yet another aspect of Murray’s scheme by
addressing The Way as personal experience. For this
aspect of the project, interviews were conducted over
Zoom with international scholars of The Great Hunger
who had themselves walked the Famine Way, some on
several occasions.

The idea of interacting physically with the tips of the
shoes located at each monument reminds us of Sir James
George Frazer’s law of contagion (or contact). Frazer
tells us that
[the doer] infers that whatever he does to a
material object will affect equally the person
with whom the object was once in contact,
whether it formed part of his body or not (Frazer
1913:52; see also Storms, 1948:40).

Consultees revealed what Nancy Frey (1998) calls
‘narratives of feeling’—statements that emerge from
those who engaged with The Way as journeys to the past
as well as chances to learn more about themselves.

Bearing in mind Frazer’s insight, we find that it is not
surprising that this consultee felt an urgency to come into
physical contact with the children’s shoes.
For the most part, those with whom I conducted
interviews constituted members of teams, they walked
to tell the story—or stories—of the 1,490; to film the
markers and landmarks along the trail; to explain at
certain spots historical facts like the loss of the Irish
language or the tragic fates of those who lost their lives
en route to Canada; and even in some cases to reimagine
what Mahon’s evicted tenants experienced.

One interviewee revealed that the aforementioned
monuments were imbued with significant meaning. He
revealed,
I made it a point to touch the tip of the shoes at
every stop [for] to do so was almost to touch
[the 1490].
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Figure 7: Lone Swan Along the Royal Canal
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However, each also shared that their moments alone were
not to be forgotten. One said,
I had the chance to be alone.
Another commented that he was struck by
the sheer beauty of my country ... [Adding] I
found myself getting into the moment along the
walk.
Another emphasised the spiritual nature of his walk. He
admitted,
You can’t help but think of these things,
especially when you’re alone.
He told me that, for him,
It was also a spiritual journey . . . the times
when you are alone . . . there’s a spirituality in
walking.’

Volume 10(iv) 2022

She continued by revealing,
I walked for large periods on my own. I loved
the peace and reflection that [the walking]
brought . . . often being in a space with no
modern intrusions.’
Having walked The Way twice or even three times, some
found the personal experience to be not only peaceful,
but, as the saying goes, political too. A number have
written, published, and lectured on the Great Irish
Famine. Some have established programs of Irish Studies
at their universities; taught courses on Irish subjects,
including the Great Famine, and involved students in their
research. Like Mohandas ‘Mahatma’ Gandhi, who was
determined to showcase through nonviolent resistance
what he perceived to be the evils of colonialism, so, too,
some, through their walking, teaching, writing, lecturing,
broadcasting, and conference organising, repeatedly
corrected misinformation regarding the ‘official’ facts
of the Famine (Kinealy, 2022; Quinn, 2001). Their
ongoing research has broadened our understandings as
to where the Famine struck, who it affected, what its
outcomes were, and what became of those forced to flee
it (McGowan, 2006; McGowan, 2009). What is more,
like Gandhi, some have enabled the world to witness
how personal choices of behaviour can have remarkable
influence.
Reenactments of The Way force many of today’s canal
walkers to witness, confront, and even embody members
of the 1,490.

Another consultee revealed,
In my mind’s eye [I saw] the canal banks. You
could see the mothers. Most had never been
outside their home places. [You could imagine]
the bargemen ‘cat-calling’ the women . . . [I
pictured] the horses, the noise, the clamor, the
chaos, the smells (for more on the history of the
Royal Canal, see Delaney 1992).

Figure 8: Wild Cowslips Along the Royal Canal

He continued by saying,
It was a pilgrimage.
One interviewee shared her insight that
We are in libraries, archives; we go to
conferences [where] everything is controlled.
But in these experiences, we could recreate that
journey . . . [it was] a fantastic experience.

Photo by Author
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As one of my informants told me

played by performance within the realms of walking.
This is especially important when one considers school
children’s involvement as they embody characters in
costume along The Way. Although that research is
beyond the scope of this article, such a direction has the
potential for a greater understanding of how children
respond to embedded experiences, be they physical,
emotional, chronological, or otherwise. Now, having
had the chance to walk The National Famine Way in
October and November 2021, I am in a better position to
undertake research along these lines in the future.

To walk in their footsteps and to imagine their
sorrowful trek ... [was to understand that] these
people—the 1,490 tenants [from the Mahon
Estate]—are not anonymous statistics. . . .’
Then, as if she were embodying a Great Famine survivor,
she confided,
What you’re looking at is a miracle.
With the expression of these sentiments, my interviewee
made it clear that, although overlap between the
Camino de Santiago and The Way can be described and
understood, the goals of those who undertake the two
walks vary greatly. For those on The Way, a different
kind of religiosity or ‘spirituality’ seems to ensue, a
conviction that models are mere approximations; they
cannot incorporate all the details of complex phenomena.
In truth, most models merely serve as convenient ways to
describe some of the things that happen in nature.

Second, transmedia narratives—interactive digital
narratives (IDNs), which are an outgrowth of participatory
culture and media education (Basaraba, 2022; Jenkins,
2009), deserve more research and theorising. Emotional
power is often evoked through storytelling collaborations
between and among individuals who can recreate pictures
of the ‘then’ as well as of the ‘now.’
This leads to yet a third dimension that prompts further
pursuit. The Way’s website offers an abundance of
narratives, real and imagined, regarding the fate of the
1,490. It is essential to examine them for their ritualised
components, studying how participants know (and/or
learn) about them by proceeding through a variety of
links. These new forms and resources are intriguing to us
as ritualised processes which

Paths Forward: Enhancing the Model via
Performance and Transmedia
This article has considered a group of five items suggested
by Michael Murray (2014) as a means by which to
approach cultural heritage in its complexity. Generally,
the model functions favourably, enabling us to describe
the components of Ireland’s National Famine Way.
However, we have also come to more potent realisation
that models are too simplistic; they lack particulars and
the richly individual aspects of human experience.

offer special access to the most important values
of the social world (Couldry, 2020:234).
Surely for Irish people at home and abroad, the Great
Irish Famine is one of those values.

Arguably, to enhance Murray’s model for our purposes
going forward, we will want to consider, first, the roles
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